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Dear parents, 
 
we are very happy that your child will be with us in our Berlitz English Camp at Lake Wandlitz near 
Berlin. 
To ensure a successful learning experience, we would like you to carefully read the following 
detailed information about the camp. 
 

Camp address Berlitz Kids & Teens English Camp 
Jugendherberge Wandlitz 
Naturparadies am See 
Prenzlauer Chaussee 146 
16348 Wandlitz 
Phone: 0049 33397 22109 
Website 

Housing The participants will be accommodated in rooms with 4 beds. Should your 
child come to our camp with a friend or sibling of the same gender please 
inform us before camp so we can put them in a room together. 

Arrival and departure  

Note There is no group transfer for this camp. 

Arrival day Arrival and check in between 2.00 pm and 2.30 pm 

Departure day Picking up at 10.00 am 
We would like to say goodbye to you and your child at 10.00 am. 

How to get there By train 

From Berlin, take rail rapid train until Berlin-Karow, then with 
„Heidekrautbahn“ until Wandlitzsee. Until Wandlitzsee, the ABC-rail rapid 
train price is valid. For bikers there is the possibility to take the bike in the 
train from Berlin-Karow to Wandlitzsee. A bus connection is available from 
station Bernau to Wandlitzsee. 

By car 

Drive from Berliner Ring onto motorway A11 until exit Wandlitz, interstate 
B273, B109 in the direction of Wandlitz. Or motorway A10 until exit 
Mühlenbeck/Schönwalde, then interstate B109 in the direction of 
Wandlitz. 

 

If you have any further questions, please contact our Berlitz Kids team (see first page). 

 

Your Berlitz Team 

https://www.jugendherbergen-berlin-brandenburg.de/jugendherbergen/wandlitz-623/lage-und-anreise/
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